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What is a Flipped 
Classroom?

Flipping the Classroom: 
Explained

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iQWvc6qhTds
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A New Approach:
Outside of Class

• Shorter videos
• Low level questions following 

each video
• Must watch each video to open 

new questions



A New Approach: Outside of Class
Video Notes Link out for other resources



A New Approach:
In Class Activities during 1st Half

Kahoot! Jeopardy Puzzles Station 
Mazes

And so much more!



• Before Class Assignments are set as 
prerequisites for the In Class Assignments.

• Students work on higher level questions 
individually with help available from 
instructor and peers.

In Class During 2nd Half

A New Approach:



• Students can pause, rewind, turn on 
subtitles, and take breaks as needed.

• Students can use links out for 
prerequisite holes as needed.

• The passive part of learning is done 
outside of the classroom and the active 
part of learning is done in the 
classroom with instructors and peers 
present.

• Individualized learning!
• Because it works!

Reasons to Flip



Results

Pass Rates include A, B, C 

Fail Rates include D, F, W
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Summary

• More students are passing

• More students are completing the       
class to the end

• Students are passing with higher         
grades

• This is all during a huge placement      
system change that is placing                
students higher than before and most 
traditional classes are seeing pass        
rates go down



“I feel like I’m understanding the content much better, especially when 
I’m at home and I am able to stop/rewind the lecture as many times as 

I need.”

“I have a really hard time paying attention to a professor when they're teaching in    
class so to be able to go at my own pace while learning (being able to pause and         

actually comprehend the section is the most helpful thing you can do to a student!)”

“What I like the most is the interaction I have with my teacher and fellow students in 
class. It's super helpful to be able to ask my peers and teacher for help on the "in class" 

assignments and it helps to reinforce what I've learned.”

“I love having fun in class! I never thought I would say that about a    
7:30AM class or a math class!”

“The flipped classroom is a powerful tool that lets me, as the student,    
have control of the lecture pace and allows for more one on one time     

with the professor and material.”

“I came into MTH 111 with certainty that I would struggle, as math has     
never been my strong suit. Enrolling in Jessica's MTH 111 course and         
being introduced to a flipped class was a change that I now know was          
essential to my understanding of math…nothing has worked for me           

anywhere near as successfully as the flipped class method. Completing        
in-class work with the opportunity to ask questions as I get stuck and have 
my instructor there with me in real time is key, instead of waiting for an 
email reply. Jessica is able to go through problems with me individually,      

helping to correct my misunderstandings and allowing me to learn from  
my mistakes. I no longer feel that math is my Achilles heel and this is        

largely due to the flipped class method. I hope  that more instructors adopt    
this method, so that other students can finally understand math and           

succeed as well as I have. "



“Flipping is fantastic! I connect more with my students than I ever have. I am able to talk     
with each student individually every class. I can let each student know if I have a concern abo
ut attendance, homework completion, or test grades. I can also compliment them on their work 

and get to know them with a short conversation about what they did over the weekend.”

Instructor      
Quotes

“The students connect with each so much more. With so many activities where they are paired 
with new partners and get comfortable working with other students in the class. Since the     

activities are graded only on participation, students are willing to make mistakes and learn 
from them and from each other. There are many opportunities for students to become teachers 
themselves, and they learn more from explaining a concept or process to a classmate. I find     

that students in a flipped class ask questions that show they are thinking about the concepts 
at a higher level than in a non-flipped class.”

“As an instructor, flipping has energized my teaching. Since activities in class aren’t          
graded, I experiment more and try different activities to see which engage the students more   

or tweak the activities to hopefully make the lessons even more meaningful. This variety       
keeps me excited about teaching.”

“I started flipping this Fall for the first time. The first couple weeks were rough. Then we         
found our rhythm and I cannot get over how incredible it is. I am getting to material I have   

never had time for before. Students are truly understanding concepts that are typically         
challenging. We are working the entire class. No more passively listening. They have time to 

ask questions, discover concepts, get the practice they need and to create relationships with     
other students and me the instructor! Having a connection with other students and the           

instructor makes it more likely for a student to show up to class. Students are engaged and 
surpassing my expectations. My average on exams is roughly 10% higher. A student leaving 
my class yesterday said, "my head hurts I worked so hard in here today". It is what we want   

from an exercise class. It should be the same for a math class!” 



Thank you!
Jessica Bernards; Jessica.Bernards@pcc.edu Wendy Fresh; wfresh@pcc.edu
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